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Flows and Congestions in Nordic Grids in 2019

Fig. 1 - Heavy transport from north to south in Sweden

The Nordic flow pattern
The Nordic net flows of electricity in 2019 (fig. 1) are results of the following circumstances:
- Large import to Finland: 19.7 TWh
- Large import to Southern Sweden (SE4) and Eastern Denmark (DK2): 21.2 TWh
- Large surplus in Sweden (net export: 26 TWh)
- Practically zero net balance in Norway (net import: 0.15 TWh)
The main supplying areas exported the following amounts to other price zones in 2019:
- SE2: 27.1 TWh
- SE1: 11.1 TWh
- NO5: 10.6 TWh
It is the purpose of the market arrangements to optimize the dispatch of energy resources
and the grid operation. The national Nordic grids have several internal bottlenecks. Keeping
each nation as one price zone would require interventions (e.g. redispatch or countertrade)
by the transmission system operators (TSOs). The price zones reduce the need for interventions. As a further development, NO4 is about to be divided into NO4 to the north and NO6
to the south.
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Congestions in 2019
On the top of the average flows, the grids
must be able to handle the increasing
amount of fluctuating production from wind
and solar power, which are causing additional congestion.
Annex 3 characterizes the trade barriers at
the borders in three ways:
- Number of congested hours
- Congestion fees
- Utilization
Price differences arise when the demand for
trade between two price zones exceed the
commercial capacity. We take a price difference exceeding one €/MWh as an indicator
of congestion. The congestion times in Sweden (fig. 2) are low and at most other borders moderate.

Fig. 2 - Mainly moderate congestion times

The congestion fees are also moderate in
comparison with other European countries; see table 1 and “France was Europe’s Power
House in 2019” 1.
Finland imported 19.7 TWh in 2019, and
the three interconnectors from Norway and
Sweden have rather high congestion fees.
It may change after the expected start of
commercial operation in March 2021 of the
1600 MW Olkiluoto 3 nuclear unit.
It is not surprising that the expensive
HVDC-links have a high utilization (see top12 utilizations in table 2 and the complete
list in annex 1), but it is remarkable that
the internal Swedish price zone borders
have few congested hours, but high utilizations.

Table 1 - Bottleneck fees
– Top 12 list

Table 2 – Utilizations –
Top 12 list

Analysing single borders in more detail
The three characteristics above do not clearly spot the bottlenecks.
We shall look closer at the bulk transport from north to south in Sweden in an attempt to calibrate the method.
The borders in table 3 are not among the top 12 in table 1. Small spot
price differences and large amounts of energy transferred give low
fees per MWh.
1

Table 3 - Internal Swedish borders
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SE1 and SE2 have identical day-ahead prices, so they are de facto one price zone, and the
border between them cannot generate congestion fees.
24.6 TWh were transferred from SE3
to SE4 in 2019. The utilization was
53% the total congestion income was
50 mill. €, and the average congestion
fee 2.01 €/MWh.
Nordpool’s Historical Market Data 2 offers useful hourly information. Fig. 3
Fig. 3 - Average exchange was 53% of maximum exchange
shows that the commercial capacity
was reduced several times, but utilized
by the market to the limit in the peaks. The flow is surprisingly fluctuating, some days with variations from
the zero level in the night to maximum capacity later
the same day. The capacity was sold out 16% of the
hours in 2019 (fig. 2).
The capacity reduction codes are particularly helpful in
explaining reasons for capacity limitations, set by the
TSO 3 (table 4). Normal operation has the code 1010.
Codes are missing for 31 March (23 hours).
The capacity at the border, SE3SE4, was reduced for
7050 hours in 2019. Fifteen different reasons have
been reported in this case (table 5). The causes of reductions can be planned outages or unexpected conditions.

Table 4 - Top 12 list of borders by hours
with capacity reductions

Congestion problems in Sweden
According to the analyses above, the Swedish electricity market seems to serve its users reasonably well in
comparison with other European markets. However, we
know from other sources that the market participants
are less satisfied.
The reason is that the Swedish price zones have internal bottlenecks. In 2019, Entso-e presented an alternative Nordic price zone structure 4. The idea was to comTable 5 – SE3-SE4 – The 15 reduction
bine SE 3 and SE 4 to a larger SE 3, but with the city of
codes in 2019
Stockholm as a separate SE 4. The proposal has
caused some concern in Sweden. Firstly, because there
are real bottlenecks in the border area between SE 3 and SE 4, and secondly, because it
might cause higher spot prices in the capital area than elsewhere in Sweden.

2
3
4

https://www.nordpoolgroup.com/historical-market-data/
TSO: transmission system operator
ENTSO-E: Bidding Zone Review Region Nordic Region, 26 August 2019
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There is reason to worry about the electricity supply to Stockholm. There are CHP stations
with a considerable electricity production in the city, but the middle-term preservation of
these stations is uncertain. Svenska Kraftnät (SKN) is therefore about to drill a tunnel below
Stockholm from north to south in order to reinforce electricity supply to the city area.
There are also problems with the west-coast-corridor within SE3. An agreement between
The European Commission and the Swedish TSO, Svenska Kraftnät, from 2009 5 allowed
Sweden to curtail exchanges with Norway and Denmark temporarily:
Svenska Kraftnät has argued that; unlike the other zones of congestion, congestion in the WestCoast-Corridor cannot be managed in an efficient manner through bidding zones and market
splitting, because this area does not contain sufficient suitable generation resources to be able to
set a market price by itself. However, SvK offered the commitment to alleviate this situation by
reinforcing the West-Coast-Corridor section by building and operating a new 400 kV transmission
line between Stenkullen and Strömma-Lindome by 30 November 2011.

This exception was still active in 2019. The code, 1624, was used nearly half the year:
- DK2  SE4: 3536 hours
- SE3  NO1: 3250 hours
- DK1  SE3: 3264 hours
Today (3 March 2020) Jens Bjöörn from Fortum announced in second-opinion.se 6 that the
Swedish plans for grid reinforcements are insufficient for serving the future needs of Swedish
market participants.

Grid reinforcements are lagging behind
TSOs usually give security criteria a high priority in the continuous operational planning. Capacity for trading is what is left when an acceptable security level has been established. In
weak grids, the result can be spot price differences and many congested hours.
The Swedish case demonstrates that severe trade barriers can occur, even when the calculated indicators seem to be reasonable.
Therefore, we cannot set general limits for the indicators, presented in this note: congestion
time, congestion fees and utilization of interconnectors. However, congestion times exceeding 50% for HVAC7 interconnections or average bottleneck fees exceeding 10 €/MWh should
be sufficient reasons for a closer examination of possible reinforcements.
It is important to find the proper balance between new fluctuating production and necessary
grid reinforcements. The development of the European transmission systems have lagged
behind for some years now. Improved presentations of flows and congestions may help understanding the need for a more balanced long-term planning.

5
6
7

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_09_1425
https://second-opinion.se/svks-satsningar-for-begransade/
HVAC: high voltage alternating current
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Annex 1
Nordic borders between price zones
Overview 2019, sorted by utilization
Import/export refers to the second part of the border name.
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Annex 2

Average spot prices in northern Europe 2019
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Annex 3, p. 1

Exchanges and congestions in Scandinavia 2019
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Annex 3, p.2
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Annex 3, p.3
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Annex 3, p. 4
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